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6 Claims. 
The object of the present invention is to pro 

Wide an improwed or all-around extensible paper. 
Crepe paper (dannp-crepe) is known to be a 

~---wery extensible and elastic kind of paper. This 
ls made on what is called. the **creping cylinder'' 5 
pf a paper-making machine, a moist paper web 

* being so **crowded' or crinkled on sald cylinder 
by means of a **doctor'' roll that. the paper in 
consequence of , a close formation of folds or 
gathers running transversely to the web or length 10 
extent thereof is extensible in the longitudinal .. 
direction. A defect of this form of creping how? · 
ever, consists in the fact, first, that the paper · 
is extensible only in the longitudinal direction 
and, second; that the one-way crinkled forma- 15 
tion thereof affords or opposes only a slight re 

| sistance to tensional stress in the longitudinal 
direction or web of the paper. This second de 
fect prevents in' particular the mechanical fur 
ther treatment of such paper, as for instance its ·20 
making into paper bags. 

| Processes generally utilisable for the produc 
tion of paper which is elastic both longitudinally 
and transwersely have not. hitherto been known. 
According to the present invention, paper ob- ** 

tains or is given the desired' all-around extensi 
bility and elasticity by being made into small ' 
folds or fold'groupings at many points which are 
distributed ower the Surface of the paper" in any 
desired arrangement and density and which are 80 

'', is effected, according to the fineness and arrange-- not .. parallel to each other, these Small folds 
concentrated into *fold nests' distributed in the 
desired number and density ower .the Surface 
can be ' of any nature or form (shape) desired, 
but' in preferred particular will be in the form 35 
of ray lines, rings, stars, criss-crosses or other' 
shapings disposed over the area of the web. The 

^ measure of the extensibility of the paper is : de 
termined by the number and , density of these 
collections of folds, this extensibility, by virtue 40 
of a symmetrical arrangement of the fold nest-. 
ings, being made uniform or equal in all direc 
tions. The fact that the paper is heaped 
(gathered) up at many places ·in, the surface in 
dividually into short small folds which as such 4b 
are not connected with ' each other and run or ; 
extend in all directions, inparts to the paper', 
with great. -local all-around extensibility · and 
elasticity, a considerable resistance to deforma 
tion from tensional stresses in any direction, 50) 
In the making of this paper having an” all 
around extensibility, the invention - contenplates 
and makes prowision for a suffilclent' paper Sur 
face at the individual places for the formation ’ 
of the **fold nests,° and for the sane to be und- b 
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formly distributed. 'To this end, the continuous 
paper web is first bunched (gatheréd) up.trans 
WerSely (i. e. by a transwerse action) to the run 
ning direction in corrugated (wave) form, So as 
to be contracted with a groowing or rbbing in 
said running or the longitudinal direction, and 
then is bunched up also in the longitudinal direc 
tion (i. e. by a longitudinal contracting' action) 

• between cylinders rolling ower . or contact; with 
each other, the surfaces of which cylinders are 
pro wided with suitable complementary elevations 
and depressions. "The elevations and depressions 
which effect' the bunching up in the longitudinal 
direction of the paper web at the same time full 
fill · the purpose : of uniformly distributing the 
gatherings or contractions of . the paper surface 
in the transverse and longitudinal directions and 
to So fix' or constitute said surface that on fur 
ther treatment of the paper web the local heap 
ing up of the paper Surface is maintained. } " 
· Owing to the fact.that the aforenamed cylinders 
are heated and the paper web before being intro 
duced between the pair of cylinders is moistened, 
the shrinking effect is greater', and the form 
(texture) of the paper surface, prowided with 
sadd elevations and depressions · produced in the 
stated way becomes more resistant. 
The paper' 'material gathered (shrunk) up by 

or in the elevated (raised) portions is in a fur 
ther working step made into small folds. This 

ment of the folds to be attained, between one or 
more pairs of cylinders || hawing fiat or . Suitably 
engraved. Surfaces. 
In order that in this 'working step the elewa 

tions of the paper surface shall not be squeezed 
backward to the direction of running, whereby 
the heaping of material would be partly counter- · 
acted, it is advisable for the cylinder coming in 
to contact · · with the more sharply ". stannped 
(raised) or emabossed side of the paper web to be 
given a certain lead " (advance) with respect to . 
the opposite (counter) cylinder in the surface 
mowement, so that the raised places of the pa? 
per web drawn therebetween will be ewened be= 
fore the closest; engagement or full bite (press) 
of, the cylinders. ? · · 

Referring to the stated first action, on the pa 
per, the heaping up of the paper web transwersely 
(i.e. by transverse action) to its longitudinal di 
rection. So as to. give it a longitudinal groowing 

. takes place between a "series of driven pairs of 
rollers, the surfaces of which are made into cor 
rugated form in their longitudinal section. Each " " 
pair of said rollers engages in such a manner 

  



that a wave crest of the one roller cones oppo- · 
site a 'wawe depression of the other roller, the 
depth of engagement of the first of these pairs 
is so small that the paper web introduced there 
between is brought without excessive friction in? · 
to a slight corrugated form which 
longitudinal directlon. 
The corrugations So first formed in the web 

are deepened between the Successive patrs of 
rollers, ' the engagement of which with a corre 
spondingly smaller wawe division each time be 
comes deeper with a decreasing distance between 
the corrugations. In this way, the paper is gath? 
ered into furrow form towards the centre with 
out considerable frictional or tensional stressing. 

• The pairs of cylinders which thus effect the con 
'traction of this longitudinally corrugated paper 
web, differ by special linermatic conditions fun 
damentally from the normal conditions of en 
boSsing calenders. The normal arrangement or 
structure of embossing cylinders is such that the 
elevations of one cylinder fit as exactly as pos 
sible into the depressions of the other or counter 
cylinder, taking into consideration the thickness 
of the material to be embQssed, and such that 

' the ? Surfaces of the two cylinders have a like 
'mean speed of rotation, that is, that the theoretic 
rolling circles for -the mowenerit; of the cylinder 

runs in the 

with' respect to each other lite in the centre be- . 
tween maximum and minimum dianeters of the 

' engraved cylinders. . A stampirag of a web · of 
material between such cylinders is possible only 
by " stretching the fibrous structure of the mate 
rial, which with a comparatively large depth of 
the cylinder engrawing must lead to the disrup 
tion of the Surface of the .naterl?l, while a con-' 
traction of the superfficial extent is hardly to be 
attained thereby. ? 
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of a suitable number of pads of rollers in engage= 
ment with each other, the surfaces of which are 
of · corrugated form in longitudinal · Section as 

* shown by ligure 4. The spacing of the corruga 
85 tions and the depth of engagement of these patrs 

of rollers, which successively follow each other 
at a certain distance, are different. The filat 

· paper web is introduced between the first padr of 
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in the presefit process, on the contrary, the . 
arrangement; and shape 'of the cylinders is such 
that the paper web is continuously drawn" and 
rolled pointwise into the depressions of the coun 
ter cylinder by the elevations of the other cylin 
der, which are preferably arranged in staggered" 
sequence. This unrestricted drawing and rolling 
inwardly is attained by the Surface of .the one 
cylinder .. hawing depressions correspondingly ? 
broadened ? in cross-section being given an ' ac 
celerated mowement of rotation as compared with 
the Surface of the counter cylindler. • ? 
A favorable rolling ower condition is attained 

for example by an arrangement in which · the 
deepest parts of the circumference of the one 

.. cylinder and the highest parts of the circum 
ference of the counter cylinder, colnclde with the 
theoretical rolling circles of the cylinder system. 

| Owing to the formation of the elevations in the 
web · of the paper taking place not by stampting 
at the expense of a filbrous extension or distor 
tion, but by the drawing together of the paper 
surface without stress, there résults between 
these elevations an accurmulation^of paper in the 
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form of star-shaped small' folds which inpart to . 
the paper web, even in this raised embossed con? · 

.. dition, great extensibility in all directions. 
· · The annexed drawings illustrate diagrammati 
cally in the several wiews the steps of the process. 
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rollers, hawing the largest spacing of corruga 
tions and the least depth of depressions or en 
gagement and attains therefrom a slightly wawed' 
Surface somewhat as represented at a in figure ? 
2. The corrugations so initiated are gradually 
deepened between the following successive padrs ? 
of " rollers with suitably narrowing spacing and 
deepening engagement Such that the paper web 
after leaving the first padr of.rollers is gathered 
up towards. its 'centre. This progressive treat 
ment .. will be understood from the sequential 
cross-sectional illustrations (b, e, d, and re) 
through the web of Figure 1. After reaching the . 
desired extent of gathering in, approximately as 
shown by e in Figure 2, the corrugation of the 
paper web can be subdivided. (or increased)' with~= 
out indurious tensional or frictional stresses step 
wise up to any desired fineness. Thus, figure 3 
shows in cross-section through the paper Web, a 
single stage subdivision of the form of corruga 
tion of cross-section e of Figure 2, ? The paper web longitudinally corrugated 
this way · to a suitable subdivision and depth is 
next gathered up also in its longitudinal direc 
tion between two cylinders rolling upon each '' 
'other and having their surfaces prowided with . 
Special complementary elevations and depreS 
sions, which at the same time gather or heap up 
the paper in both longitudinal and transwerse dl 
rections so as to be uniformly distributed about 
the central top points of the lumps, buttons, nibs 
or · cones stamped in this way out of the paper' 
web. ? 

The elevations so made in the paper are ar 
ranged in staggered relation with respect to each 
other So that , the lumps lie in rows which are 

5 disposed at a certain angle to the gatherings. 
In this way, apart from the possibility of at 
taining a particularly dense arrangement of the 
ralsed parts, an increased elasticity of the paper 
web and also a greater resistance to tenslonal 
stresses is attained. . This staggered arrangement 
is employed in the method of carrying out the 
proces8 described beloW. ? 

igures.5, 6, and 't show on an enlarged scale 
a fragmentary portion of the engaging pair of 
cylinders A-B, the same being illustrated in 
cross-section, and in three different positions of 
engagenent, 1, g7, and he being elevations of the 
Surface of the one cylinder, which elevations in " 
this case ' are made of ' Spherical or globular 
forn. These .. elevations. roll in depressions , 
k, and it of the other' or counter cylinder, which 
depressions are broadened out in the cross-sec 
tion of the cylinder, that is, in the direction of 
the movement of rotation. The relative rota 
tional nowement is indicated by the lines ma and 

· · me which represent the circles described by the 

Referring to said drawings, Figures 1, 2 and 3 ?? 
show a section of a paper' web in process of 
treatment according to the invention. Ifigure 1 
is an elevation of the paper web and in Figure 2 ?? 
are shown five different cross-sections a, b, c, .d, 
e taken at equal · distances, fron each other . 
through said web to show the progressive stages 
of transverse gathering. - This 1s done by means 
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cylinders, which with a mutual toothed wheel 
drive coincide with the like circles of the toothed 
wheels. * Owing to the fact that the protuberant 
Surface of the cylinder B is external of its rolling 
circle fa, whereas the surface of the cylinder A 
ls on the other hand located within its rolling 
circle 772, the revolving movement of the surface 
of B is_considerably accelerated with respect to 
the surface of A, so that the deepest points (de 
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pressions) of the counter cylinder B have the 
Same or , a greater speed than the. highest (pro 
dected) points of the primary cylinder. A. The 
depressions of the cylinder B must be widened 
in the same ratio with this acceleration with 
respect to the corresponding elevations of A, 
in the direction ' of rotational movement... .. ''he 
idea1, surface conformation of the cylinders in 
this sense is attainable by running .the already 
engraved (formed)' cylinder A in the not yet 
engraved (completely formed) cylinder B, there 
by fixing the ratioS of their diameters and roll 
ing clrcles in the above-mentioned sense, e. g., 
by running or working an engraved cylinder A 
of a hard material into an unengrawed cylinder 
B consisting of Softer material (much as pressed 
material) , or by- corrosion or etching , of the 
counter | cylinder B on the running or working 
in with the finished cylinder A. . In the case of 
an embodiment of the cylinder A with spherical 
or globular shaped elevations, as in this instance, . 
then the cross-sectional (contour) lines of the 
depressions of the counter cylinder B would 
run somewhat in cycloldal forrm. 
The paper surface provided with .tip-shaped " 

elevations or nibs and corresponding depressions 
(in the opposite, side) after leaving this pair 
of cylinders can now be treated between one or 
more pairs of cylinders in such manner that the 
paper surface heaped up at the raised places is 
formed into small folds, the arrangement of 
which is · determithed by the nature of the sur 
face engrawing of these cylinderS. ? 
In order that with this process of smoothing, 

the sald elevations of the paper web shall not 
be depressed unequally backward to_the direc 
tion of the web running, it is advisable for the 
surface of the one cylinder of the pair to be 
given a certain lead or advance with respect t 
the other of said pair. ~ ~ ~ 

Figures 8 and 9 show by way of example the 
appearance of the paper obtained by the de 
Scribed treatment. 

reference to the centers of said raised portion, 
and the same being produced by drawing the 
web or sheet inwardly within its mean or gen 

' eral plane first in the one or the other of the 
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transwerse and longitudinal directions and then 
in the other of said directions with numerous 
foldings upon itself grouped predominantly in 
radial relation around the center points at which 
the heaped up places' of fold accumulation are 
intended to occur, the heaped up portions being 
pressed flatwise to the web or sheet with an over 
folding at right angles thereto. ~ ~ 

2. An all-around extensible or elastic paper, ... 
comprising a web or sheet of paper material hav 
ing a surface formed by a gathering of the Web 
»r sheet inwardly both transversely and longi 
tudinally into a series of heaped up accumula 
tions or concentrations of Small folds around cen 
ter points raised upwardly in the form of semi 
spherical elevations from said surface at numer 
Ous places distributed uniformly and closely ower' 
the area, of ·the same and said elevations being 
flattened downward upon the surface, the 'folds 
of the material in said heaped up or eleWational 
portions being partly radiational from · the cen 
ter points thereof into, the surrounding portions 
of depression or walley therebetween and partly 
gircular or ring-like in encirclement of said cen 
ter points. · · · ? 

3. An all-around extensible or elastic paper 
according to claim 2, wherein '.' the heaped up 

| fold accumulations or semi-spherical' elevations 
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of the Surface are so arranged in staggered.rela 
tion to each other upon the web or sheet that 
the portions of depression lying therebetween 

• are disposed cross-wise at different angles to the ' 
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Figure 8 illustrates the appearance after leav 
ing the second cylinder (enubossing) " ; group. 
Here the paper is prowided with elevations or 
nibs o from the tips of which proceed ray-like 
folds p. ? · ~ 

1bigure 9 illustrates the paper' after lea.wing the 
last | cylinder (press) group. Here, the eleva 
tions are more or less collapsed or' filatterned, so 
that in addition to , the aforenamed folds 'fp 
running , in radiating form, ring folds fr have 
been formed. Naturally the number, form and 

| arrangement of the folds can be warried accord 
ing to the proflling of the cylinders and accord 
ing to the intended purpose or use of the paper. 

1 claim: ? 
1. An all-around extensible or elastic paper', 

comprising a web or sheet of paper naterial hav 
ing a surface gathered inwardly both transwerSe 
1y, and longitudinally into heaped up ' accumula 
tions or concentrations of Small folds around 
send-spherical raised portions forned at nurner 
ous polnts distributed uniformly ower the area 
of said, surface, the said heaped up accumula 
tlons being in the form of nests in , which the 
folds are disposed in the nalrn part raditially with 
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longitudinal axis of the web or sheet. 
4. An all-around extensible or 'elastic '' paper, 

comprising a web or sheet of paper material haw-. 
ing an underlying form of corrugation in one 
direction of its extent; ower the entire Surface 
area thereof and hawing a contraction or the 
equivalency of corrugation in the other direction 
of its extent, with a series of raised globularly 
shaped portions distributed uniformly at closely 
Spaced points ower the full1 Surface * area, . of the 
same, the Said 'globularly-shaped raised portions 

| having multitudinous small folds or accumula 
tions of the material around the center points or 
tops thereof, and the center points of the raised 
portions at each side of the web or sheet, being 
substantially uniformly offset from a general 
medial plane of the web or sheet. '' ~ 

5. An all-around extensible or ' elastic paper 
according to claim. 4, wherein the raised globu 
lariy-shaped portions of the surface are arranged 
in staggered relation to each other upon the web 
or sheet So that the portions of depression lying 

· therebetween are disposed cross-wise at different 
60 
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angles to the longitudinal axis ̀ of the web or 
sheet. 

6. An all-around extensible or .. elastic paper 
according to claim. 4, wherein the · globularly 
shaped raised portions are pressed filat?wise , to . . 
the web or sheet with an ower-folding at right 
angles thereto. ~ 
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